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Abstract

Encyclopedia comes from the Greek *enkykliospaideia*, which means one a circle or teaching. Of sense is made clear that encyclopedia is some information outlining understanding of a word, meaning, or knowledge a better look, detailed and fuller of the dictionary. For the community, to assess or study a local culture traditional, such as culture Java, greatly helped by the Java encyclopedia existing. It means, Java encyclopedia benefits for the main in the nowadays is very conducive to the development of science and research.

In this study presented the results of research on: 1) Java encyclopedia model based on local wisdom suitable to the needs of generation milineal, and 2) the realized cultural conservation-based on local wisdom as a form of cultural intelligence are up to date taking into account the progress of the present era.

Data analysis in the qualitative study this follows model analysis interactive developed by Miles and Hubberman. Process of analysis data in this research include: reduction data, display of data, and the withdrawal of a conclusion or verification. Technically started from data collection of the spread of chief and interview. Next, the results of data from field has reduced formerly displayed in a number of exposure to, table or diagram. Verification namely concluded while and try to reëxamine the fact subjects in the field.

Keywords: Java encyclopedia based on local knowledge, conservation culture, intelligence culture, milenial generation

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to support national literacymovement formulated by the ministry of education and culture, it is necessary to write about local languages and cultures as one form of support. Authorship movement about the local culture can be formed by the writing of encyclopedia. Often the encyclopedia is meant the same as the dictionary, but clearly different. Encyclopedia is needed because it was felt that the more complete provide information that is needed than a dictionary. The main difference between the dictionary and the encyclopedia is the material content. A dictionary definition any entry or containing only query seen from the point of view of linguistic or just give of synonymous words only, while a encyclopedia provides an explanation in greater depth of the thing we want. An encyclopedia clear any article as a phenomenon. More in short, a dictionary is a listing of the words explained by another word while an encyclopedia contains a thing sometimes furnished with pictures to further explain the subject away.

There are several all restrictions on encyclopedia. The encyclopedia is a reference material
that provides basic and comprehensive information on issues in various fields or branches of science, arranging in alphabetical order containing summaries of topics or terms about facts or events of reference material that provide basic and complete information on issues in various fields or branches of science, arranging them in alphabetical order containing summaries of topics or terms about facts or events (Kalum, 2016:137). KamusBesarBahasa Indonesia (KBBI) mentioned encyclopedia as a book (a series of a book) that deposit caption or the discussion about things in the field of art and science, who arranged alphabetically or according to environment science (https://kbbi.web.id/ensiklopedia.htm). From the definition, it can be concluded encyclopedia is a number of books containing explanations about each branch of science arranged alphabetically or by category briefly and densely.

In this case the writing of an encyclopedia made by writers focused on the Java Encyclopedia. From our research, analysis of the needs of the community in Central Java against free obtained results that its major millennial generation Java community needs-based encyclopedia of local wisdom and conservation of Javanese culture, encyclopedia created as the dictionary yet more detail and explanation is accompanied by pictures. While, the contain material encyclopedia that needed about:

   a) Javanese farming tools
   b) Javanese fashion
   c) Javanese traditional games
   d) Javanese song
   e) Javanese utensil households and cooking utensils
   f) Javanese Food
   g) Javanese Herbs
   i) Javanese House

It is expected that encyclopedia that written this can take part in learning in schools and literasi useful for people, mainly to a young generation. Based on the above analysis background, the formulation of a problem this paper about 1) Java encyclopedia model based the local wisdom that matches the needs of milineal, and 2) a form of the local wisdom based conservation culture as a form of intelligence culture being up to date.

II. METHOD

1) The Kind of Research

The research is of research and development applied in the basic education. Borg and Gall (1989: 624) mention that of research development showed that education is a process that is used to develop and validating education products. Steps in terms of research and development it is based on opinion Sugiyono (2011: 298), among (1) the potential for and problems, (2) data collection, (3) design a product, (4) validation design, (5) the revision of design, (6) the tests of the product, (7) the revision of the product, (8) the tests of discharging, (9) the revision of the product, and (10) mass production. All of ten, researchers apply to nine step.
2) The Subject of Research

The subject of study is the Java community especially in Central Java. The decision was taken a random sample of sampling in Klaten district, Salatiga, Boyolali, Semarang, Solo, Karanganyar and Sukoharjo.

3) Data Collection

The collection of a matter for the potential and needs analysis, shall be conducted through: 1) observation, 2) the submission of the questionnaire, and 3) interview. Focus group discussion (FGD) was also carried out as one of data collection strategy. In this FGD, researchers invited the experts, which includes the experts Java language, graphic design experts, the cultural, and experts basic education of secondary and higher to discuss:

a) initial analysis experts on the quality of and feasibility the contents of, matter, and editorial Java encyclopedia based local knowledge and conservation culture of society in Central Java;

b) suggestions for improvements experts to Java encyclopedia based local knowledge and conservation culture of society in Central Java.

4) Data Analysis

Analysis of data comes from the answers respondents of the questionnaire and interviews. The answer the analyzed qualitatively. Data analyzed the result of: (a) FGD, (b) interview, (c) survey needs, and (d) validation by the expert. It is also used data three our analysis interconnected, namely: reduction data, presentation of data, and withdrawal conclusions / verification.

III. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

In this analysis, there are two things that discuss 1) java encyclopedia model based the local wisdom that matches the needs of milineal, and 2) a form of the local wisdom based conservation culture as a form of intelligence culture being up to date by taking into account the progress the age of the present time.

1) Java Encyclopedia Model Based Local Knowledge

Java encyclopedia model based local knowledge is made based on the results of the analysis the needs of the people java in the central java. The result of the answer respondents for his the community needed Java encyclopedia, the form of encyclopedia based local knowledge and conservation culture, encyclopedia made as a dictionary and added with a picture. The following example description of model this encyclopedia.

Brotowali
Traditional herbal medicines category

Description Brotowali

Brotowali is kind of easy to find and easily in the treatment of planting, growing out in wild in the forest, the field or planted in the yard near a fence as medicinal herbs. These plants like the open being exposed to the sun (Setiawan, 2008: 11). Brotowali is climbing herbs as long as 2.5 meters or more. Brotowali growing well in open woods or scrub in the tropics.

Brotowali distributed almost the whole area of Indonesia and some other countries in South East Asia and India (Supriadi, 2001: 10). The stem brotowali is as big as the little finger, the taste is bitter. Single brotowali its leaves, spread, with a pointed end heart-shaped, the edge of a leaf flattened, notched his roots, having long 7 to 12 cm in size and from the 7 to 11 cm wide. The stalk of a leaf thickened at the base of the and the other end, as of a finger bone leaves and dark green (Supriadi, 2001:10). Shaped bunches of compound interest, located on the stem petals three. Having six the crown, shaped green colored yarns. Stamens there are six, the stalk a pale green with the head of yellow stamens. Brotowali fruit as firm as a stone, green colored (Supriadi, 2001:10).

Benefit or Function

Stem be used for rheumatism, bruises, fever, stimulating, appetite, jaundice, they are, and cough. Water stew leaves brotowali often used to wash injury to the skin of itching. While stew leaves and stems brotowali be used for diseases of the urinary sweet. All parts of these plants can be used to treat diseases cholera (Sri and Jhony, 1991:574).

The Musical Instruments Javanese Traditional

Description Demung

In a set of gamelan there is usually 2 demung, both have pelog and had version. Demung produce tones with octaves lowest in family balungan, with physical size larger. Demung having wilahansaron relatively thinner but much wider than wilahansaron, so tone generated lower. Hitter demung usually made of wood, as a hammer, larger and heavier than hitter saron.

How to Play

The manner of play anybody in accordance tone, the pitch of which is imbal, or hit demung alternate between 1 and 2, produce the banner of tone that varies but certain follow as a pattern. Whether fast or slow of and hard the weakness of beating depends on commando of kendang and types of rythm. On rhythm gangsaran who described the conditions of war for example, raided demung with hard and fast.
On rythmgati who nuance of military, raided demung slow but hard. As it follows it raided song slowly. Being in a condition of imbal when, raided so rapidly and violently. In a play demung, the right hand hit wilahan / sheet metal by beat, and the left hand wilahan hit play that is struck formerly to deprive the buzz of left over from beating tone preceding. This technique called memathet (basic: said pathet = undesired).

Traditional Javanese Food Categories

Description Pecel

Pecel is a type of food of different vegetables stewed beans that is flavored with chili sauce. Although it was not immediately clear how do you eat this, but food pecel is usually tasteless of the Java region. Pecel pretty much the same as second generation of or gado-gado but made from material of vegetable who were given chili sauce nuts.

Ingredients

Vegetables made pecel usually consisting of cucumber, taoge, long beans, convolvulus, cabbage and a kind of vegetable other. As for material for making condiment of a nut is peanuts, sugar java, salt, chili, garlic, leaves orange purut, and acid Java.

2) A Form of the Local Wisdom Based Conservation Culture as a Form of Intelligence Culture

Conservation derived from English conservation (Echols, Shadily, 2003:140) meaningful the preservation of or protection. In every place of worship, conservation culture means the efforts that have performed by human beings to preserve culture, especially Java culture in this context. This is a business conservation active done to maintain and develop by Java culture in order to keep it understood by the community. Conservation also meaningful efforts to storage and preservation, because Java culture qualified as a reservoir civilization human being like the activity of, objects, the idea, religious rites and how the people by relation of the natural environment, social, and culture (Lestari, 2015).

Conservation culture based local knowledge as a form of intelligence culture could occurred in many ways. What owned by the community java can developed according to the current context that culture java always exist and understandable by across the generations. Such as traditional herbal medicine products made powder or culinary javanese traditional presented in resto-resto constituting a fraction work intelligence community to keep cultural be held in the midst of life in modern.

The presence of a worthy tourist attraction culture featuring such as traditional dolanan festival, shopping tourism local products and culinary tourism hawker and local food could be java tourist attraction if developed in a professional manner. In it ca not be despite
the presence of komodifikasi culture, namely transform the community and local culture into commodities (Cohen 1988, in Suganda 2017: 16). Want do not want to tradition or culture of society such as java traditional clothes, Ritual-festival, and ethnic arts be tourist services produced for consumption tourists.

IV. CONCLUSION

From the results of the discussion can be concluded that: 1) Java encyclopedia model needed by the community that is based on local wisdom and cultural conservation, made as dictionary but more detailed explanation and added with pictures; 2) a form of cultural conservation based on local wisdom by creating commodities originating from Javanese culture.
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